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The Engineering Directorate within British Airways 
ensures the airworthiness of the aircraft fleet and 
implements modifications in line with customer service 
initiatives. 

The Materials Management and Component Overhaul 
(MMCO) function within BA Engineering ensures the 
availability of serviceable parts to the fleet maintenance 
function. The MMCO operation at London Heathrow 
covers the areas of logistics, parts storage, component 
overhaul, and various subcontracted activities.

The current initiative instigated by BA Engineering 
and BA Property seeks to optimise the operation, 
ensuring a fit with corporate strategy, and 
highlights opportunities in the areas of inventory, 
spacetake and manpower. 

This document confirms the core demand, in differing 
contexts, for Engineering support functions at Heathrow 
for the foreseeable future. The demand figures take 
account of BA Engineering’s analysis of the impact of 
imminent new fleet purchases and the retiring of certain 
types of aircraft. 

Introduction
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Methodology
The study and briefing document is based on building 
visits, meetings and workshops primarily with personnel 
from BA Engineering; the people involved are listed 
in Appendix 1. Information gleaned from the various 
interactions has provided the basis for a statement of 
demand which forms the main body of the document. 

Scope
The Scope of the briefing document is to:

–  provide a statement of the business needs 
underlying the initiative

–  highlight the core demand for support facilities 
at Heathrow

–  qualify the demand figures for differing strategic  
options

The key objective is to ensure that any changes to 
the infrastructure reflect both the airline’s vision for the 
future and the real operational demands of the 
Engineering function.

Status
The demand statement will allow the highlighting 
of creative and accurate supply scenarios and the 
thorough analysis of preferred options, culminating in a 
recommendation for the best way forward; a business 
case for corporate approval will then be prepared.
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The BA Agenda

The nature of the airline industry demands a constantly 
flexible corporate strategy. Some things however remain 
constant in British Airways’ values: Safety, Security, 
Customer Service. 

Current corporate goals revolve around financial, 
operational, employee and customer targets:

–  appropriate profitability to support sustainable growth
–  new operational punctuality measures
–  industry-leading employee involvement
–  world class customer recommendation

BA Engineering has a critical involvement in achieving 
each of the above: 

–  an appropriate cost base for fleet maintenance
–  the availability of parts to maintain and repair aircraft 

in the right timescale
–  appropriate manpower levels and people motivation
–  the quality of the client-facing products

BA’s imminent plans also directly affect the MMCO function. 
The next five years will see the acquisition of new aircraft 
and the retiring of ageing fleets. The implications for BA 
Engineering are many: different maintenance patterns, 
different materials, different sizes. 

The developments will particularly affect the Support 
function: a potential reduction in parts overhaul, a changing 
inventory profile both in quantum and type, and a potential 
change in how parts are supplied.
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Basics + 
Brilliance

Real Pride and Passion in delivering the 
BA Basics day in, day out 

Brilliance where it really counts providing key 
points of difference for BA
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The Heathrow 
Context
Much of the developing BA agenda will be delivered at its 
home airport Heathrow:

–  more efficient operations and better customer service 
with the opening of Terminal 5 in 2008

–  the opportunity for increased capacity from the third 
runway and mixed mode operations

–  the reconfiguration of the airfield to secure increased 
aircraft dwell parking

–  the reconfiguration of the Maintenance Base to provide 
NLA capacity and to respond to the changing fleet 
profile

The MMCO operation is keen to address a number of 
issues in relation to the current situation:

–  the traffic congestion in the Heathrow area leads to 
delays in the delivery of much needed parts to aircraft, 
largely a result of the location of The Link 

–  the historic sub-optimal BADC performance led to the 
double-stocking of various parts at the supply modules, 
leading to inventory and manpower implications

–  much of the accommodation occupied is supply-driven, 
merely using available space, with real implications for 
the opex costs

The proposed reconfiguration of the airfield and other 
initiatives, together with the opportunity to break the lease at 
The Link, provides a platform for addressing these issues.
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T5 2008
Different T3
T5C 2011
R3/T6
Mixed Mode
Eastside strategy 
Growing airfield
Smaller MB   
A380/B747-8 
B777-300ER 
757/767 out
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The 
Support Activities
The current Support function at Heathrow can be divided in 
to four main areas:

British Airways Distribution Centre (BADC)
Distributes items large and small between fleet, overhaul 
and other locations and holds the main stock of parts. 
This brief examines the different demand scenarios available 
in relation to the operation, both as currently operated and 
with a different relationship to the Heathrow stores.

Heathrow Stores
Stock parts needed frequently and tools adjacent to the 
aircraft. This document analyses the differing scenarios 
available, including the initiatives recently developed for the 
Terminal 5 stores, and the relationship with a potentially 
different BADC profile.

Component Overhaul
The operation at TBC and Hayes carries out the repair of 
unserviceable parts. Given the performance of the operation, 
and the limited opportunities to change, the demand 
statement does not propose changes to the areas required. 
The future need for component overhaul also points to the 
use of the existing facilities until no longer required.

Others
Provide largely sub-contracted services such as plant 
maintenance and tool handling. The demand statement 
deletes the unused Hangar 3 area within TBE, a reduction 
of 2,350m2, and reduces the areas for the EMCOR 
storage and Monks & Crane tool store currently in TBE.
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BADC
Main Store: Heathrow + UK Stock
Distribution Centre 

Heathrow Maintenance Base Stores 
Box store TBA                                     
Supply Modules TBA TBK TBE
Lineside store TBK+TBJ

Component Overhaul
Technical Block C  
BACE Hayes
Sub-contract

Others
Engine Store
EMCOR / Monks & Crane
Cabin Development
Crash Kit 

Current Support Activities @ Heathrow
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Supply 
Modules

BADC Distribution Centre

Unserviceable items

Parts issue

Serviceable items issue

Serviceable returns

BADC Main Store

The MMCO 
Support Function
The MMCO function supports the fleet maintenance
programme, in hangars and on the airfield, in relation 
to major, minor and casualty maintenance.

The function: 

—  ensures the availability of all necessary parts
—  distributes parts between BA’s fleet and overhaul facilities
—  overhauls unserviceable items, due largely to the 

cost of new parts

Fleet

New Buy

Fleet to Fleet
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Serviceables items direct

Parts issue

Serviceable items to store

The logistics aspects of the operation, run under the 
SAP system, are extremely complex, with multiple daily 
movements between both BA’s facilities as well as its 
sub-contractors. Equally, material delivery to the stores 
is a significant operation in itself. Any initiatives arising 
from this demand statement must address the real 
issues inherent in potentially moving the operation from 
one location to another. It is critical to BA’s business.

Component 
Overhaul
Sub-contract
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The Point

The
BADC Process
The diagram below illustrates the different processes 
and flow of parts through the current BADC facility; it 
highlights its role as a major distribution centre alongside 
the main store activity. Given the successful nature of 
the facility, save for its location, the demand statement 
does not propose any changes to the operation; it does 
however address the area required and the opportunities 
in relation to layout.

Unservicable 
items

New buy
Servicable returns
Store returns

Items needed now

Regular pick 
items

Unserviceable
Sub-contract 
items

Receipt

Receipt

Receipt

System XDC

Fast Pick

Sub-Contract

Physical Cross Dock

Binning
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Store Consolidation

Consolidation

Consolidation

Dispatch
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The key strategic goals for the MMCO accommodation 
initiative can be stated as:

Optimising the Operation
Ensuring parts get to where they need to be efficiently; 
complexity is the enemy of punctuality

Minimising the Inventory
Parts cost money: limit what is held to what is needed

Maximising Flexibility
Make sure solutions decided now are elastic for the 
future. The planning of valuable assets in strategic 
locations must respect the need for change

Location Location Location
The right place for each activity: for instance locating 
Heathrow stock ‘at the coalface’ where it is needed.

Optimising Manpower
The right number of people in the right places

Using BA land
Maximising the use of BA’s virtual freehold at the 
Maintenance Base

The
Core Initiatives
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The
Opportunities
A number of factors combine to initiate potential changes 
in the accommodation requirements of the support 
function at Heathrow:

–  the oversupply of space at the current BADC
–  the manpower and inventory implications of the 

numerous supply modules at the Maintenance Base
–  the split between the distribution centre and the main 

store operation
–  the operational impact on deliveries from BADC to 

Base
–  the oversupply of space for support activities such as 

furniture storage

Equally a number of initiatives present opportunities:

–  the impending opportunity to end the lease at The 
Link building in late 2009

–  the reconfiguration of the airfield for terminal and 
mixed mode operation 

–  the more accurate forecasting of parts requirement 
using the APO module of SAP

In light of the above, this brief highlights two key 
opportunities:

–  an alternative BADC model resulting in a significantly 
reduced footprint requirement in terms of quantum 
and layout

–  the split of distribution and storage, with the potential 
for a Heathrow ‘Superstore’ on BADC
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The Proposed 
BADC Model
Analysis of the processes and activities at BADC has 
revealed an opportunity to optimise the ground footprint, 
and therefore the rentalised area should a third party 
lease be pursued.

Detailed analysis of demand for distribution and storage 
activities at BADC has revealed an opportunity for a 
reduced spacetake. The total required area on the 
basis of 10m racking and all activities located at ground 
floor level amounts to 8,420m2. If 10m racking is not 
achieveable, the required area will of course increase.

The diagram opposite illustrates the significant reduction 
in floor space possible by double-stacking certain 
activities. Should the entire facility provide an eaves 
height of 10m, an opportunity exists to locate activities 
such as welfare, offices and sub-contract activities on a 
mezzanine above the distribution/receipts/consolidation 
area. 

On this basis, the area required reduces to 6,190m2, a 
reduction of 26%. 
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Sub-contract 
Welfare 
Offices

Main store

The Point 
Distribution 
Receipts
Consolidation 

10m
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The Heathrow 
Superstore 
Traffic congestion in the Heathrow area often delays 
delivery of needed parts from BADC to hangars and 
airfield.

The introduction of a Heathrow Superstore would allow 
the stocking of required parts ’at the coalface’. The 
Superstore, it is envisaged, would stock the parts needed 
at Heathrow, whilst BADC would stock parts mainly 
for other locations. The introduction of the Advanced 
Planning and Optimisation (APO) model within SAP will 
help forecast the spares needed in each location.

The Superstore will replenish parts in the zonal landside 
vending areas within the hangars, including any new 
hangars introduced on the Maintenance Base; current 
thinking envisages a hangar for the New Large Aircraft or 
alternative by 2011, depending on BA’s fleet acquisition 
decision. The Superstore will in effect perform the same 
function as the Engineering Stores within the Eastern 
Ancillary Area facility on the T5 campus.

The area required for the Superstore is 1,795m2 on the 
basis of 10m high racking; this area requirement will of 
course increase should such height not be available. 
Should the BADC be located distant to Heathrow, the 
Superstore area increases to 2,055 m2 to reflect the 
greater number of parts needing to be stocked. 
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Heathrow 
Superstore

BADC Vending
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Approach to 
Demand Analysis
The Demand Analysis forms the initial stage in 
highlighting the optimum solution for BA Engineering 
Support at Heathrow.

The Demand Analysis is centred on the current support 
activities at Heathrow: their location, their space 
take, their current performance, their accessibility 
requirements and any future plans or initiatives. 

Careful consideration of each activity has resulted in a 
revised core demand for accommodation area: some 
stay the same, some change significantly. The core 
demand is based on the current operation, with BADC 
off-Base adjacent to Heathrow and supply modules in the 
hangars. 

The core demand is then considered in the light of 
different operational scenarios and locations; the 
required areas are amended to reflect the differing 
requirement, for instance the use of zonal lineside 
vending in the hangars in lieu of supply modules. 

Five different demand scenarios have been highlighted, 
illustrated opposite.
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BADC moved to Base
+ zonal Lineside Vending in hangars 

As Option 2
+ Bulk Store included in BADC 

BADC off Base adjacent to Heathrow
+ Heathrow Superstore
+ zonal Lineside Vending in hangars 

BADC off Base distant from Heathrow
+ Heathrow Superstore
+ zonal Lineside Vending in hangars

As Current Operation
+ reduced BADC Area 

5

4

3

2

1
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Demand 
scenario 1
Demand scenario 1 reflects the current operation. 
It however highlights an optimum area for a BADC 
operation off-Base, but close to Heathrow. The supply 
modules within the hangars remain as current in terms of 
area.

The current process and activities at BADC have been 
modeled and amended areas proposed for each: please 
refer to Appendix 2 for the detailed analysis of the areas.

The total required area amounts to 8,420m2, on the 
basis of 10m racking within the main store area and all 
activities located at ground floor level. The relative area of 
the current BADC building is 16,000m2.

A similar height throughout however presents the 
opportunity to double-stack certain activities, such as 
offices and welfare, above the distribution and receipts/
consolidation area. This reduces the building footprint 
required, and therefore the rentalised area if leased, to 
6,190m2.

The external yard requirement for this scenario is 
3,000m2  , to include four articulated trailer docks.
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TBE Supply modules as 
existing on Base

Heathrow  Campus

BADC off Base
excluding bulk store

NEW TBK TBJ TBA

Bulk

                                                 
  areas 
BADC 8,420
LHR Stores  4,815
Component Overhaul 18,335
Others 6,010
Total 37,580
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Demand 
scenario 2
Demand scenario 2 envisages the relocation of the 
BADC function to the Maintenance Base.

The relocation is combined with the introduction of a 
counter service within the BADC, allowing the closure of 
the existing supply modules, and zonal lineside vending 
units within the hangars, per the T5 model. It is however 
proposed that, given its relatively remote location and 
potentially limited lifespan, the TBE supply module 
remains as current.

The introduction of the counter service adds a further 
500m2 to the BADC area. Demand scenario 2 proposes 
that the Bulk Store is not located within the relocated 
BADC, and remains either in TBA or is moved to an 
alternative location.

Careful consideration is required as to the siting of BADC 
on the Base in relation to deliveries by non-BA couriers 
and other contractors; the access requirements of 
articulated vehicles also need to be considered.

The external yard requirement for this scenario is 
3,000m2  , to include four articulated trailer docks.
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TBE

Heathrow  Campus

BADC on Base 
with counter service

Vending units in hangars

                                                 
  areas 
BADC 8,920
LHR Stores  4,475
Component Overhaul 18,335
Others 6,010
Total 37,740

NEW TBK TBJ TBA

Bulk
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Demand 
scenario 3
Demand scenario 3 reflects scenario 2 but envisages 
the moving of the current Bulk Store in TBA into the 
relocated BADC on Base. The current area of the Bulk 
Store at 2,500m2 is reduced to 2,000m2 to reflect more 
efficient circulation.

Demand scenario 3 also proposes the introduction of 
a counter service with the BADC and zonal lineside 
vending units within the hangars. The TBE Supply 
Module remains as current.

Careful consideration is required as to the siting of BADC 
on the Base in relation to deliveries by non-BA couriers 
and other contractors; the access requirements of 
articulated vehicles also need to be considered.

The consolidation of the stores will improve delivery 
performance and integrity. Being then located on 
the Base, it retains its required proximity to the BACE 
workshops within TBC.

The consideration of vehicle movement highlighted in 
scenario 2 applies here also. 

The external yard requirement for this scenario is 
3,000m2  , to include four articulated trailer docks.
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TBE

Heathrow  Campus

BADC on Base 
with counter service

Vending units in hangars

                                                 
  areas 
BADC 10,920
LHR Stores  1,975
Component Overhaul 18,335
Others 6,010
Total 37,240

NEW TBK TBJ TBA

Bulk
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Demand 
scenario 4
Traffic congestion in the Heathrow area causes delays 
to the delivery of parts from the current BADC to the 
hangars and airfield. The airline’s punctuality targets can 
be affected by the delays. 

Demand scenario 4 proposes locating BADC off-Base 
but close to Heathrow. It is also proposed that the main 
store at BADC mainly handles stock for non-Heathrow 
locations, and can therefore be reduced in area. 

It is then proposed that a ‘Superstore’ be located on 
Base, stocking the parts required by the hangars and 
on the airfield. This store would in turn supply the zonal 
lineside vending units within the hangars. This proposal 
would locate the Heathrow parts ‘at the coalface’ and 
remove the delays to deliveries due to traffic. It will also 
positively affect the performance targets set by BA 
Engineering for materials movement.

The off-site distribution centre within BADC would deliver 
to the Heathrow Superstore, using mainly BA Luton vans.

BA Engineering is planning to introduce the Advanced 
Planning and Optimisation (APO) module from the SAP 
control system. It is proposed that this system can help 
plan the parts needed at Heathrow, and those needed 
elsewhere in order to minimise double-stocking inventory.

The external yard requirement for this scenario is 
3,000m2, to include four articulated trailer docks.
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TBE

Heathrow  Campus

Heathrow Superstore on Base

Vending units in hangars

                                                 
  areas 
BADC 7,120
LHR Stores  6,270
Component Overhaul 18,335
Others 6,010
Total 37,740

NEW TBK TBJ TBA

BADC off Base
adjacent to Heathrow

Bulk

mainly LHR stock

distribution and mainly non-LHR stock
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Demand 
scenario 5
Demand scenario 5 reflects scenario 4, but with a 
reduced BADC located distant from Heathrow, potentially 
in the Bristol area.

This scenario would again locate the Heathrow parts ‘at 
the coalface’ and remove the delays to deliveries due to 
traffic and positively affect the performance targets set by 
BA Engineering for materials movement.

The SAP APO module would again be used to forecast 
the parts needed at each location; however the distance 
between the BADC and Heathrow would increase 
the risk of parts delivery. The size of the Heathrow 
Superstore has therefore been increased to account for 
the greater level of inventory that would be needed to 
offset the delivery risk.

The external yard requirement for this scenario is 
3,000m2, to include four articulated trailer docks.
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  areas 
BADC 7,120
LHR Stores  6,530
Component Overhaul 18,335
Others 6,010
Total 37,995

TBE

Heathrow  Campus

Heathrow Superstore on Base

Vending units in hangars

BADC off Base
distant from Heathrow

NEW TBK TBJ TBA

Bulk

mainly LHR stock

distribution and mainly non-LHR stock
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  BADC off Base BADC on Base 
                                                no bulk with vending 

BADC Main Store*  7,370 7,870 

LHR Stores  4,815 4,475 

Total Stores  12,185 12,345 

BADC Distribution  1,045 1,045 

Component Overhaul  18,335 18,335 

Other Support  6,010 6,010 

Total Support  37,575 37,735 

* BADC Main Store includes all areas except BADC Distribution + Point

Demand Summary

The area requirements for each of the Demand 
scenarios are summarised below. The area of 
Component Overhaul remains as current throughout 
the different scenarios. The reduction in the Others 
category reflects the removal of the Hangar 3 area 
within TBE, currently not utilised and not required for 
future demand, and reductions in the requirements for 
EMCOR and Monks & Crane.

scenario1 scenario 2
square metres throughout
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BADC on Base with LHR superstore with LHR superstore with
vending + bulk adjacent BADC distant BADC

9,870 6,075 6,075

1,975 6,270 6,530

11,845 12,345 12,605

1,045 1,045 1,045 

18,335 18,335 18,335

6,010 6,010 6,010

37,235 37,735 37,995

scenario 3 scenario 4 scenario 5
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Next Steps 

The timescale to a submission for corporate approval is 
illustrated opposite. 

The issue of this Strategic Brief will instigate: 

–  highlighted strategic options against the stated 
demand scenarios by mid August

–  appraisal of the strategic options by the end of 
September in relation to financial, operational and 
intangible characteristics

–  a recommendation as to the best solution to be 
carried forward

–  submission of a business case for corporate approval 
in October

Upon the granting of approval, and depending on 
the option chosen, further detailed demand work 
will be immediately required to effect design and 
implementation prior to The Link lease break in late 
2009, should BA wish to take this opportunity.

On this basis, alternative facilities need to be in place by 
end-2008 to allow for stock transfer and dilapidations to 
be addressed at The Link facility.    
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19 October

May

June

July

August

September

W/C 16 July
Strategic Options

W/C 30 July
Options Appraisal

W/C 03 September
Business Case

October

W/C 14 May
Demand Analysis 
Including 
Strategic Brief

W/C 30 April
Immersion

18 October 
CIC

W/C 24 September
Approval
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Required Outcomes

The required 
parts available 
in the right 
timescale
A tight fit of 
space demand 
and supply
The appropriate 
inventory in the 
right places

Strategic Brief
Draft for comment 16 July 2007

British Airways Engineering Heathrow
Support Facilities Strategy
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An optimum 
manpower profile
Doable and 
deliverable in 
an appropriate 
timescale
Complementary 
to other BA 
initiatives

37
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Draft for comment 16 July 2007
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Appendices
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Appendix 1 
Contacts 

Brian Currie BADC General Manager

Anthony Geary BADC Operations Manager

Stephen Gill BADC Systems Development Manager 
Jim Ryan BA TU Representative

Caj De-Souza BADC Data Systems 
Jon Taylor BA Engineering Logistics Facilities Manager

Andy Kerswill BACE General Manager

James Murray-Smith BACE (Hayes) Operations Manager

David Blows BACE (TBC) Operations Manager

Ian Fidler BA Fleet Composite Components Development Engineer                                                                                            
Andrew Grainger Head of Property

Steve Rogers Manager Property Strategy and Estates

Sorin Pamfil Property Strategy Manager

Geoff Harker Property CAD Team
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  m2

Distribution + Point
The Point Area  180
Dispatch Area  400
Drivers Lobby  25
Tug Charging Area 200
Loading Bay / Circulation Areas 242
  1,047
Receipts + Consolidation
Receipt – Expendables / Returns Area  199
Receipt – Repairables 66
Receipt – Rotables  106
Receipt – System Cross Docking XDC 66
Receipt – Off-loan Returns 111
Binning Area 199
AOG Office – Aircraft-on-ground 77
Consolidation Area 484
Circulation Area 131
  1,440
Main Store
Storage – ASRS Racking 885
Storage – Very Narrow Aisle (VNA)  1194
Storage – BLK Racking – Wide Aisle  717
Storage – Pedestrian Racking Area 557
Storage – Fast Picking Bulk ( FST BLK)  53
Storage – Fast Picking Racking (FST) Small  40
Circulation Area 259
  3,706
Others
Receipt – Quarantine and Hazardous Items 342
Sub-contracting out Area  342
D.G. Area  54
Tech Packing Area 54
Sales Desk  72
Crew Room Area  150
Staff Training  85
ASRS Engineers (ELYO)  70
Communications Room 100
Locker Rooms and Toilets 300
Circulation Areas 157
Welfare Area / Meeting Rooms  200
Management Offices  250
Circulation Area 50
  2,226

Total Accommodation Area 8,418

Appendix 2 
BADC Proposed Areas


